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By DANNY PARISI

Since 1999, the retail industry has faced declining sales in the wake of falling foot traffic brought about by
ecommerce.

Rather than fighting against the ecommerce wave, a new report form L2 suggests that retailers need to embrace the
possibilities of having both a physical and digital presence to strengthen both entities. This is especially true for high-
end department stores, who tend to be less digital-focused than mass retailers.

"Luxury departments stores have a few nuanced issues that are specific to the fact that they sell luxury products," said
Aydan Sarikaya, client strategy associated of luxury at L2, New York. "Specifically, distribution between department
stores and some of their luxury brand offerings does not allow for direct to consumer e-commerce.

"When these specialized boutiques do not offer products online, luxury department stores, and the brands
themselves, are facing a lack of visibility within the digital ecosystem, especially on Google in terms of product
listing ads (PLAs)," she said.

"L2 has observed that these product listing ads are then being targeted by resale players, especially for luxury brands,
whom are encroaching on the visibility of the brands themselves and the department stores where distributed."

Off-price outlets
The retail world is difficult terrain. From competition from ecommerce giants such as Amazon to the threat posed by
counterfeit goods on shady online sites, luxury retail in particular faces obstacles from all angles.

L2's latest report outlines a few of the ways that department stores have responded to these challenges, and they tend
to fall along three lines.

"Department Stores have been faced with declining annual sales year over year, which can be attributed to declining
foot traffic and the expansion of pure play e-tailers and resale sites," L2's Ms. Sarikaya said. "To recapture
marketshare, department stores have deployed a three-pronged approach comprise of discounting, improved
omnichannel offerings, and leveraging off-price subsidiaries to acquire new, value-oriented customers."
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Luxury retailers have held strong in the past few years, but have taken a hit. Image credit: L2

Among these three, it is  the last one that presents the most difficulties for high-end department stores and brands.
Off-price subsidiaries refer to discount or outlet versions of full-price stores that are owned by the store in question.

When dealing with off-price subsidiaries, L2 suggests that retailers try to keep the experience between them and the
full-price retailer as unified as possible. For example, a combined loyalty program that rewards customers on the
same account for shopping full-price and off-price is essential to keeping this parity.

On the brand side, off-price retailers present an excellent opportunity to defend brands from resellers, who have the
advantage of being one of the first search results when customers go looking for cheaper luxury goods.

Omnichannel future
Resale has become increasingly important in the retail world. As luxury becomes more visible thanks to digital tools
and social media, the number of people clamoring for luxury goods at a lower price is rising.

The fashion market category that relies on consigning high-end apparel and accessories is witnessing a period of
enormous growth, outpacing the full-price segment of its  industry by 20 percent, according to a new report from
Fung Global Retail & Technology.

The entire resale industry is expected to grow from $18 billion in 2016 to $33 billion by 2021. This data comes from
retail think tank Fung Global Retail & Technology, which released the "Fashion Re-Commerce Update" report to dig
into exactly how and why this sector has been taking off (see story).

Additionally, omnichannel and discounting will serve as valuable tools in the support of luxury retail. Omnichannel
in particular is one of the best ways the modern retailer can engage with a digital-savvy audience.

While digital is  a vital aspect of retail, in-store associates are not useless and are proving to be an essential part of
the customer experience, according to consumers.

A new report from Astound Commerce shows that 52 percent of consumers think it is  vital for store associates to be
able to place an order and 46 percent believe they should have access to inventory information. However, online
shoppers are having extremely positive experiences as well, with 86 percent claim their customer service
interactions were great, and 42 percent saying excellent (see story).

Cusotmers embrace luxury shopping online. Image credit: Astound Commerce
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"By deploying off-price subsidiaries as a point of entry into the department store ecosystem, department stores and
enterprises are able to acquire and retain bargain-oriented customers and provide a point of entry into the
department store shopping experience with competitive digital offerings, such as enterprise-wide loyalty campaigns
and omnichannel services," L2's Ms. Sarikaya said.

"The coordination of loyalty programs between department stores and their off-price subsidiaries can not only
assist with bringing customers into the fold of the enterprise shopping experience, but also can further drive repeat
visits to the off-price subsidiary, as off-price customers are inclined toward frequent store visits and buying a wide
variety of product," she said.
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